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In the steady-state free precession sequence a regular sequence of phase-coherent radio- 
frequency pulses is applied with a repetition time shorter than the NMR relaxation times 
of the sample under investigation. The intensity of the resulting NMR signal has a com- 
plicated dependence on sequence repetition time and RF pulse angle, as well as depen- 
dence on the relaxation times. The purpose of this paper is to present a simple mathemati- 
cal description of the SSFP NMR signals which may be used to accurately model SSFF’ 
experiments. Experimental verification of the model has Been carried out on a 40 cm 
bore 2.35 T Bruker Medspec system. o ~P~PAC&II~C press IIK. 

With the upsurge of interest in rapid scanning by the use of short sequence repeti- 
tion times (1-6) there has been much discussion over signal behavior as a function 
of flip angle with a view to predicting the contrast capabilities of such methods ( 7- 
9). The use of repetition times shorter than the 7’i and T2 relaxation times results in 
dynamic equilibrium in both the longitudinal and the transverse magnetizations in 
which the NMR signal and thus image contrast has a complicated dependence on T, 
and T2. It has also been observed that image contrast is flip-angle dependent. 

The steady-state free precession (SSF’P) sequence (IO) consists of an arbitrarily 
long string of phase-coherent radiofrequency pulses of the same flip angle applied 
with a constant and short repetition time, Fig. 1. It is possible to draw an analogy 
between two adjacent repetitions in the SSFP sequence and the Hahn spin-echo ex- 
periment (5). Each RF pulse is followed by a F’ID which is refocused by the following 
RF pulse to form a spin echo at the end of the next repetition interval. Each FID may 
be thought of as being entirely due to fresh longitudinal magnetization. And the ratio 
of the echo signal to the FID signal will be given by 

S,~,/S, = exp(-2TR/T*)sinZ(cu/2). 111 
Stimulated echo effects may also be taken into consideration by comparing a three- 

pulse experiment to SSFP. The first pulse excites a FID. The second pulse applied 
after a short delay generates longitudinal magnetization from the FID, and the third 
pulse applied after a further delay gives rise to a stimulated echo. Identification of 
three consecutive pulses in the SSFP sequence with the stimulated echo model shows 
that the simulated echo occurs at the same time as a subsequent RF pulse, which 
also coincides with the spin echo described above. The ratio of the stimulated echo 
component to the FID component is given by 
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FIG. 1. Radiofrequency pulse sequence for the steady-state free precession sequence. It ccm.ists of a long 
string of phase-coherent RF pulses of the same pulse angle applied with a constant repetition time. In the 
steady state, the signal appearing between pulses is identical for all repetitions. 

S,,/Ssd = 0.5 exp( -2T,/T*)exp( -TR/ T,)sin2( Ly). PI 

Obviously these two components have different hip-angle dependence and difIerent 
T, dependence. This results in the complex flip-angle-dependent contrast observed 
in short-repetition-time NMR imaging experiments. The consideration of analogies 
with four or more pulses reveals further complexity in the signal response. 

It is the purpose of this paper to present a simple mathematical description of the 
signals occurring in the SSFP sequence. 

THEORETICAL CONSIDERATIONS 

In the steady state the transverse components of the magnetization at a time t = 0 
immediately after a RF pulse are given by ( I I ) 

M,(O, 6~) = Q&( Ta)sin(cY)sin(GoT,) [31 

MJO, 60) = &sin(a)(l - E2( TR)cos(GwTR)), [41 

where 

e= Mo(1 -&(TR)) 

p - qCOS(&dTR) 
I51 

E,(t) = ew(-t/T,) 
Ed0 = exp(-tlT2) 

p= 1 - E,( TR)cos(cx)- Ez(TR)~(E~(TR)- COS(CY)) 

I61 
I71 

PI 
4= &(TR)(~ -&(TR))(~ +COs(~)). c91 

TR is the sequence repetition time, 6w is the resonance offset of the isochromat under 
consideration, and CY is the RF pulse angle. Of course the transverse magnetization 
may be expressed in complex notation, i.e., 

M,(O, 6w) = M,(O,6w) + jM,(O, 6w) [lOI 
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= Qsin(a)(l - E2( TR)e- jaw T, 
) [Ill 

and the evolution of MXY during the subsequent repetition interval ( 12) will be given 
by 

M,,(t, 6w) = M,(O, sw)E,(t)ej8w’ [121 
= Qsin(a)(E2(t)ej6”’ - &(t + T&?iaw(t-rR)). [I31 

The transverse magnetization described by [ 13 ] clearly has two components; the 
first is the FID component which is “in-phase” at t = 0 and dephases as t increases 
and the second, the echo, which rephases at t - TR = 0 at the end of each interval. 
The steady-state NMR signal may now be calculated by integrating [ 13 ] over all reso- 
nance offset frequencies, 6w, within the sample, 

s(t) = J+a M,(t, sw)g(sw)d(sw), [I41 
--oo 

where g( 6~) is the spin distribution function. Substitution of [ 131 into [ 141 gives 

s(t) = Mo(l - &(TR)) sin(a) 
I J 

+cO 
E2( t) 

g( 6w)ei6”’ 

P -co 1 - (q/P)‘=s(~wTid 
4 awl 

jSw(t-TR) 

-Ut+ TR)/-~ I ~~~;;;cos~soT,) do). [I51 

The integration of [IS] may be found in the Appendix. The amplitudes of the 
signals are given by 

S Iid = M”(l - E1(TR)) sin(cu)(u - E2(T )v) R 
P 

S Mo(l -&(TR)) 
echo = 

P 
Sin(a)(E2(2TR)u - E2( T&). 

The SSFP FID signal occurring at t = 0 is represented by [16] and the echo at 
t= TRby[17].ThetermsuandUaregivenby 

1191 

where p and q are given by [ 8 ] and [ 9 1, respectively. Since 1 q 1 < 1 p 1 the summations 
converge ( 13). The summations in [ 181 and [ 191 imply that both the FID and the 
echo signals are composites of a number of coincident responses ( 14). This result 
may be understood in terms of higher-order coherences providing extra contributions 
to the principal FID and echo signals as suggested earlier. In a Carr-Purcell sequence 
a 90” pulse at t = 0 is followed by a string of 180” pulses at times (2n - 1)7, and a 
series of spin echoes arise at times 2n7. The echo amplitudes describe the T2 decay 
envelope of the sample (Fig. 2a). If the 180” refocusing pulses are imperfect (Fig. 2b) 
an additional set of secondary spin echoes and stimulated echoes will occur coinci- 
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FIG. 2. Carr-Purcell to SSFP. The complexity of the SSFP signal may be understood in terms of the 
Cam-Purcell sequence. The use of imperfect refocusing pulses results in the generation of additional 
in the form of FIDs after each pulse and stimulated echoes and secondary echoes during each eq%&ed 
spin echo and each subsequent refocusing pulse. Replacing all the pulses by identical pukea of arbkary 
tlip angle and app&ng kther pulses at the times of the expected spin echoes compkte the picture with 
signals after and before each pulse being composites of spin echoes, stimulated echoes, and FIDs. 

dentally with the expected echoes and refocusing RF pulses. The number of addi- 
tional echoes increases rapidly as more refocusing pulses are applied. This also de- 
scribes the low-angle RARE experiment (FLARE) ( 15) which employs imperfcct 
refocusing pulses. Replacing the initial 90’ pulse and the subsequent tefocusing 
by identical (Y pulses and applying further 01 pulses at times 2~ coincidentally with 
the primary spin echoes results in a SSFP-like sequence. Every pulse is followed -by a 
FID-like signal and an echo-like signal reforms before each pulse, and both signals 
are composites of primary, secondary, and stimulated echoes (Fig. 2~). 

The degree of phase coherence between successive repetitions is determined by T2 
and the RF flip angle and is defined by q given by [ 91 appearing in [ 18 ] and [ 191. 
This term becomes negligible at repetition times long compared to T2 where 
is small and also at high flip angles where (1 + cos a) becomes small. Thus 
order and therefore longer-term coherences have increasing importance at 1 
angles as demonstrated by the fact that the summations in [18] and [ 191 tend to 
converge to within 0.01% in only 3 or 4 iterations for pulse angles 
and that 50 to 100 iterations may be necessaq for flip angles under 1 
T, and T2. This has been experimentahy conI%med with a 

It has been suggested (16) that the ratio of echo to FID yields the T2 relaxation 
time of the sample by the relation 
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PO1 

This result is not generally true but may be obtained from [ 161 and [ 171 only if the 
term q is negligible. 

It is interesting to note that if the RF flip angle is chosen such that cos(cr) 
= exp( - TR/ T,) the SSFP FID signal is given by 

&Id = MO (1 - Ed 
(1 +EJ Pll 

and the echo signal is given by 

S ccn.=&+W~Hl -.,2T~))-,i"':"')"('m")). WI 

Thus when Ernst angle excitation pulses are used the SSFP FID signal becomes inde- 
pendent of T2 and the ratio of the SSFP echo to the SSFP FID signal becomes inde- 
pendent of T, . 

RESULTS 

Experiments to test the validity of the equations for the SSFP FID and echo signals 
were performed using samples of water doped with manganese chloride on a 40 cm 
bore 2.35 T Bruker Medspec system. The T, and T2 relaxation times of the samples 
were determined with an accuracy of 3% by inversion-recovery and spin-echo meth- 
ods on the same machine. Two samples were used; the first had a concentration of 
0.1 mmol, T, = 885 ms, and T2 = 84 ms; and the second sample had a concentration 
of 0.5 mmol, T, = 278 ms, and Tz = 2 1 ms. 

The SSFP sequence consisted of a stream of 400 nonselective rectangular (hard) 
pulses, with a pulse repetition time of 20 ms. The pulse length was in the range of l- 
60 ps. A weak gradient was applied between pulses to ensure separation of the FID 
and echo components. The signals were collected as a function of the SSFP pulse 
angle. For ease the signals were acquired at the end of the pulse stream and their 
amplitudes were determined from the Fourier transforms of the signals. In order to 
avoid problems of receiver saturation the SSFP FID had to be collected as a spin 
echo. This was achieved by applying a hard 180” pulse 10 ms after the pulse stream. 
The SSFP echo signal was collected without the 180” pulse. Thus both signals were 
acquired as full spin echoes. 

The experimental results for the 0.5 and 0.1 mmol MnClz solutions are shown in 
Figs. 3 and 4, respectively, with the FID data being scaled to compensate for the spin- 
echo acquisition. The solid lines refer to the theoretical results calculated using [ 141 
and [ 15 ] from the measured T, and T2 values. As it turns out the experimental data 
and theory are in excellent agreement. 

Figures 5 and 6 show the ratios of the echo to the FID for the two samples; the solid 
lines refer to the theoretical results. Again there is good agreement between theory 
and practice. The Tz for the samples may be estimated, using [ 201, from the plateau 
in the ratio of echo to the FID for pulse angles above 90“, giving T2 estimates of 83 
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0 SSFP echo 

FIG, 3. A comparison of the experimental and theoretical signal levels of the SSFP FID and echo signals 
plotted as a function of pulse angle for 0.1 mM MnC$ solution ( Y’, = 885 ms, Tz = 84 ms, ‘Z’a = 20 ms). 
The solid lines were calculated on the basis of the measured T, and T2 values for the sample determined 
from conventional inversion-recovery and spin-echo methods. 

and 2 1 ms for the 0.1 and 0.5 mmol MnCl*, respectively. This is in agreement with 
the r, values measured using the spin-echo method. 

CONCLUSIONS 

A mathematical description of the NMR signal in the steady-state free prece&on 
experiment has been obtained by integrating the well-known equations for the %sFp 
transverse magnetization with respect to resonance o&et. This description was fated 
to be in excellent agreement with experimental results. The signal is composed of two 

FIG. 4. A comparison of the experimental and theoretical signal levels of the SSFP FID and echn ai@& 
plottbdasafunctionofpulseanglesfor0.5mMMnC1,solution(T~=277ms,T2=2lmS,TR=20~). 
The solid lines were calculated on the basis of the measured r, and T, values for the sample det@mi& 
from conventional inversion-recovery and spin-echo methods. 
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FIG. 5. A comparison of the experimental ( q ) and theoretical (solid line) pulse angle dependence of the 
ratio of SSFP echo to SSFP FID for 0. I mMMnClz solution (T, = 885 ms, T2 = 84 ms, TR = 20 ms). 

distinct parts taking the form of a free induction signal [ 16 ] decaying away after each 
pulse and an echo signal [ 17 ] forming before each pulse. The two signals have a 
complex nature, being the resultants of many coincident coherent signals, such as 
FIDs, spin echoes, and stimulated echoes from previous repetitions, as indicated by 
the summations in [ 181 and [ 191. The different flip-angle dependence of the various 
coincident signals combined with their different 7’, and T2 dependence leads to the 
flip-angle-dependent contrast observed in short-repetition-time NMR imaging se- 
quences. 

The degree of phase coherence between successive repetitions is not only deter- 
mined by the ratio of repetition time to T2 but also by the flip angle. At high flip 
angles, above 90”, there is a rapid interchange of longitudinal magnetization and 
transverse magnetization due to the RF pulses, so that the phase coherence of the 

6o” 
I 

9o” 
I 

120° &v woo 
Pulse angle 

FIG. 6. A comparison of the experimental (0) and theoretical (solid) pulse angle dependence of the 
ratio of SSFP echo to SSFP FID for 0.5 mM MnC& solution ( T, = 277 ms, T2 = 2 1 ms, TR = 20 ms). 
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transverse magnetization is strong but only short-term. At low flip angles the inter- 
change is weaker, since weak RF pulses do little to disturb the longitudinal magnetiza- 
tion. They are also ineffective in disturbing any transverse magnetization which may 
have been generated. Thus the transverse magnetization, although weak, may remain 
over many repetitions. 

APPENDIX 

The purpose of this appendix is to integrate [ 15 ] with respect to resonance offset 
6w 

Since lpi > 141 forallcrandT2<T,(13)theterm(1 -(q/p)cos(GwTR))-‘in[23] 
may be expanded as a geometrical series; therefore 

(1 -($os(bTR))I = 1 +~,(~)‘c~s”(~coT~) 

andsincecos(x)=(l/2)ejX(l +e-2jx)[24]becomes 

by applying a binomial expansion [ 25 ] becomes 

eU(n-*m)60TR) 
I 

substituting [ 26 ] into [ 23 ] and noting that 

f( t’) = lr g( 6fd)ej6”“d( Su) 

i.e.J( t’) is the Fourier transform of g( 6~). Thus [ 201 becomes 

s(t) = Mot1 - &(Tdbin(a) 

P 

x f(t + (n - h’U)T,) 
I 

-E2(t+ TR) f(t- TR) 
[ 

1241 

[261 

v71 

LW 

VW 

VW 

PW 
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+ z 4 “f(t+(n- l)T,) 
( 1 n=, 2P 

+: (6E, (ii) 

VW 

Xf(t+(n-2m- l)T,) . II Wfl 

In [28a] f(t) is the principal component of the SSFR FID signal, at a maximum 
immediately after each pulse and decaying away through each repetition interval. 
The term f( t - TR) in [ 28d] is a component of the SSFP echo signal reaching a 
maximum at the end of the interval when t = TR. The signals described by [ 28b], 
[ 28~1, [ 28e], and [ 28fl represent additional contributions to [28a] and [ 28d] from 
higher-order echoes. In general the additional terms describe signals which peak at 
times t = kTR (where k is any positive or negative integer). If signals from previous 
repetitions have no contribution in the current interval, 0 < t < TR, only signals for 
which k = 0 and k = + 1 are of interest; i.e.,f( t) ti 0 for ( t 1 > 1 TR 1. Thus [ 28b] gives 
no contribution. For [ 28c ] 

k=2m-n; 

therefore y1= 2m fork = 0 and n = 2m - 1 fork = 1 and [28c] becomes 

]291 

providing contributions to both the FID and the echo components. In [ 28e] n = 1 if 
k = 0, therefore this term becomes 

[311 
making contributions only to the FID. In [ 28fl 

k=2m-n+l; [321 

therefore n = 2m + 1 for k = 0 and y1= 2m for k = 1 and [ 28f] becomes 

f(t- TR)+ 5 4 2m+’ 2m+ l 
m=l (2p) ( m )f’t)’ [331 

Combining [ 3 l] with [ 33 ] gives 

and the NMR signal appearing between pulses is given by 

stt)= &(I -&(TR)) 

P 
sin(a) X (E,(t)u - E2(t + TR)u)f(t) 

-t&(t+ TdU-Ezttb').f(t- TR) , 1351 
I 
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where 

The FID signal occurring immediately after each RF pulse, at t = 0, is given by 

&d = Mo(1 -Ei(TR)) sin(a)(u - E 2 R (T )v) 
P 

and the echo signal occurring at the end of each repetition, at t = TR, is given by 

s Mo(l - EI t TR)) 
echo = Sin(a)(&(2TR)U - &( TR)V). 

P 

1361 

[373 

1391 
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